McNally Robinson Booksellers and McGill-Queen's University Press are Pleased to Present

C. Stuart Houston and Merle Massie
Launching

36 Steps on the Road to Medicare:
How Saskatchewan Led the Way
New Edition

Thursday, December 5 at 7:00 pm in the Travel Alcove
With an introduction by former Premier of Saskatchewan

Roy Romanow
The co-operative spirit of citizens in twentieth-century Saskatchewan nurtured innovation in health care and health policy.
36 Steps on the Road to Medicare (McGill-Queen's University Press) showcases the decisions that led to the
province's medicare system - the forerunner of Canadian health care.
Stuart Houston and Merle Massie document the range of Saskatchewan leadership on Canadian, North American, and
world stages. They show how North America's first social-democratic government, the Co-operative Commonwealth
Federation - elected in 1944 and led by the incomparable Tommy Douglas - created the blueprint for comprehensive health
care and how sequential steps on the road to medicare were implemented quickly and within budget. When federal support
for national hospitalization became available, Saskatchewan could afford to initiate medicare in 1962. Other Canadian
provinces soon followed Saskatchewan's lead. Updated to engage with current debates, 36 Steps on the Road to
Medicare navigates the history of medicare and demonstrates the spirit of innovation that Canada will need to save it.
C. Stuart Houston, medical doctor, professor, naturalist, historian, and Officer of the Order of Canada, is the author or
editor of numerous books, including To the Arctic by Canoe, 1819-1821, Arctic Ordeal: The Journal of John
Richardson, Surgeon-Naturalist with Franklin, 1820-1822 , Arctic Artist: The Journal and Paintings of George Back,
Midshipman with Franklin, 1819-1822 and, with Bill Waiser, Tommy's Team: The People Behind the Douglas Years.
Merle Massie is a writer, editor, historian and farmer. She holds a SSHRC postdoctoral fellowship at the
University of Ottawa.

If you are unable to attend this event, you can request an autographed copy by contacting the bookstore in advance.

McNally Robinson Booksellers
3130 8th Street East
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7H 0W2
Phone 306-955-3599

